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ABSTRACT
The growing of woody ornamental nursery plants in containers for 
sale to the public has become increasingly important, especially in the 
warmer regions of the United S ta tes, since its  beginning around 1900.
This research was undertaken in an effort to correlate plant growth 
with the level of mineral elements found in the growing medium and in 
the plant t is su e , to te s t  the growth of plants in different media and to 
te s t different sources, rates and frequencies of application of nitrogen 
fertilizer.
Ilex cornuta Burfordl and Buxus Harlandii, two species of woody 
ornamentals, were grown in "Plantainers" in three soil mixtures desig­
nated as A, B and C and containing respectively: so il, peat and sand; 
so il, composted cotton gin trash  and sand; and soil with Krilium. 
Seventeen treatm ents, consisting of three sources of nitrogen at five 
rates of application and eleven dates of application within rate and 
within source, were given to ten  replications of the above two species 
and three media.
Evaluation in th is experiment included plant height measurements; 
soil te s ts  for nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium and 
magnesium; tissu e  te s ts  for nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium? 
and observations on the number of growth cy c les , relative growth in itia­
tion dates, foliage color and plant survival following fertilization.
There were three sampling d a te s , August and November 1959, and May, 
1960.
Ilex made its  greatest to ta l growth in  medium B, while Buxus 
reached its greatest to ta l growth in  medium C . High rates of applica­
tion of ammonium sulfate caused excessive killing of the plants and 
retardation of growth, while comparable amounts of Uramite resulted 
in very little  killing of the plants and little  retardation of growth.
Three cycles of growth were made on Ilex in medium B, while only one 
or two cycles were made in media A and G; the foliage was darker green 
and the plants showed more branching in medium B. Growth was initiated 
earlier on both species of plants in medium B in 1959 than in media A and
C.
There were sta tistica lly  significant positive correlations between 
plant height in August and November, 1959, and nitrate nitrogen in the 
soil in August, 1959, and between height in August and November and 
phosphorus content of the soil in November. There were sta tistica lly  
significant negative correlations between plant height in Augumt and 
nitrate nitrogen in the plant tis su e  in August; and between plant height 
and phosphorus content of the plant tissu e  in August and November,
1959.
S tatistically  significant positive correlations were found between 
nitrate nitrogen and phosphorus in  the tissue  and those elements in the 
so il.
xi
According to th is study t composted cotton gin trash  is a good 
organic material to use in soil mixtures, especially for growing Ilex. 
and the soil mixture containing Krilium appeared to be a satisfactory 
medium for growing Buxus. Uramite is  a safe source of nitrogen which 
may be applied at fairly high rates to avoid the necessity  of frequent 
applications *
x ii
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
Growing of nursery plants in containers was begun in California 
early in the present century by a Japanese nurseryman, who used food 
cans (3 , 13 , 44). The practice of growing woody plants in containers 
la ter spread to Texas and Florida—then to other sta tes in the warmer 
region and finally to  many of the sta tes in the north. Studies are 
currently in progress with container-grown woody plants by experiment 
station personnel and commercial nurserymen in a number of s ta te s . 
The practice has increased to the extent that most of the evergreen 
woody ornamental plants now produced in California are container- 
grown (43) and the use of containers for woody plants has been suc­
cessfu l as far north as Vermont (20).
Advantages and Disadvantages of Container Culture
Interest in the practice of growing woody plants in containers 
has gradually increased and spread throughout the United S tates be­
cause of the advantages that it gives to the grower, the reta iler and 
the purchaser (20, 28, 43, 44).
A grower may produce container plants more economically than 
field plants (20) because of a higher percentage of liveability , less  
space required per plant, the possibility  of extensive mechanization
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of many of the production operations, better use of permanent labor 
during slack seasons and bad w eather, and an extension of the growing 
period of the plant in some northern a re a s .
A retailer (20, 43) may prolong the sales season , hold plants 
longer on the sales yard without serious deterioration, and be able to 
deliver plants without being delayed in digging operations due to  bad 
weather. Neatly packaged p lants, as w ell as those showing flowers, 
appeal to the customer, both for his own use and as gift p lan ts. The 
sm all, inexpensive container-plant may have more appeal as a gift 
plant than one of a comparable size that is  not packaged.
The buyer (43) may delay transplanting a container-plant until a 
convenient time and can shift it with little  disturbance to the root 
system.
Attendant disadvantages of container-grown plants (15, 21, 26, 
43) include: production of a distorted and tangled root system that may 
interfere with normal root growth after the plant is  se t in the ground, 
the tendency to hold plants a season or two longer than optimum in a 
given-sized container, and the greater susceptibility to  cold damage 
of recently-planted container-grown stock as compared to field-grown 
p lan ts .
Containers
Growers use many types and sizes of containers for woody orna­
mentals (3 , 43). Types include various reclaimed containers as well
as ones manufactured specifically for growing p la n ts . The size range 
in reclaimed metal containers includes the following capacities:
1 quart, 1 gallon, 5 quart, 3 gallon, 5 gallon and even large-sized 
drums for specially grown p lan ts . The "Plantainer" (3, 43) is a No. 10 
(approximately one gallon) reclaimed pineapple can that has been 
crimped so that containers may be nested in storage, tapered for 
easier removal of the plant and painted for better appearance and 
longer l i f e . Containers manufactured specifically to  be used for
.h
growing plants include (3, 43) metal cans in a wide range of s iz e s , 
tar-paper pots in several sizes and more recently p lastic  and aluminum 
foil containers have been te s te d .
Research
Many approaches have been taken by various workers engaging in 
research on container-plants . Attention has been given to such problems 
as soil m ixes, sterilization, fertilization, mulching for winter protec­
tion , weed control, watering, spacing, pruning, shipment in containers 
including mail orders, mechanization, and economics of production.
Soil Mixes
The John Innes Horticultural In s titu te , Bayfordbury, Hertfordshire, 
England ( l) ,  demonstrated during the years 1934-39 that many kinds of 
plants could be grown in one so il mixture, or with only minor modifica­
tions of i t ,  thus disproving the ancient idea that a special soil mixture 
is  required for each kind of p lan t. This signal contribution to nursery
practice gained wide, though slow, acceptance despite its  failure to 
eliminate several disadvantages inherent in conventional soil mixes (1).
Workers at the John Innes Horticultural Institute recommended 
the use of two basic mixtures which have come to  be known as the 
"J. I* Seed Compost" and the "J. I. Potting Compost" (1). Both of 
these have the same basic ingredients: composted medium loam so il, 
peat, coarse sand, chalk and suitable organic and inorganic fertilizer 
materials (1). Many English growers and a number in America have 
used these two mixes rather widely (1).
Beginning in 1941, a fcomprehensive program was undertaken by 
the University of California (l) in which workers in the Department of 
Plant Pathology emphasized a coordinated plan for dependable, uniform 
and reproducible soil mixes along with the elimination of d isease , 
insect and salinity problems for all container-grown p lan ts , including 
woody ornamentals.
The California workers sought a substitute for the John Innes 
Compost system (l) due to the scarcity of turf for composting, the 
toxic residue after steaming and the salinity problem. At first a 
mixture of fine sandy loam, leaf mold and horse manure was tested , 
which proved unsatisfactory. Canadian peat was substituted for the 
organic material and a mix was evolved by 1948 that proved sa tis ­
factory and found wide acceptance among California nurserymen (l).
Work with soil mixes was continued in 1949 by Baker, Chandler 
and Matkin (1) and resulted in the recommendation of five representative
formulations containing only two ingredients—fine sand and peat—with 
a number of variations of fertilizer additions. C ollectively , these  are 
properly called the "U. C . soil m ixes."
The proportions of these two basic ingredients in a soil mix may 
vary. It is suggested that redwood shavings, sawdust or rice hulls 
may be substituted for a part of the peat in order to lower the cost 
and improve aeration. Suitable formulations of differing amounts and 
combinations of organic and inorganic fertilizers have been worked out 
to be added to the five representative basic mixes. Depending on the 
fertilizer used, there are two major classifications of the mixes — 
those that can be stored indefinitely and those that must be used 
within one week after preparation ( l ) .
In 1950, workers at Ohio State University (3) began a program of 
growing nursery stock in containers which included a study of soil 
mixes, watering, fertilization and winter protection. The soil mix 
used by these workers consisted of equal parts by volume of s ilt loam 
so il , bank sand and German p ea t. The soil was steam sterilized and 
the entire mixture passed through a Royer shredder.
Researchers at Texas A. and M. College (25) have used a 1 -  1 
soil and peat mix and th is has found wide acceptance among many 
Texas nurserymen (34). The standard potting soil mix at the Depart­
mental greenhouses at Texas A. and M. has been a 2 -  2 -  1 mixture 
of German peat, Miller clay and charcoal. Research has been con­
ducted at Texas A. and M. using a 1 -  1 -  1 mixture of Perlite,
German peat and Miller clay (14). Good results were obtained with this 
light weight mix on Ilex aquifollum, Ligustrum japonicum and Plttosporum 
tobira (25).
M alsthade at Iowa State University has conducted research on 
light-weight materials (34) using peat-P erlite , sphagnum-Perlite and 
peat-sand mixes. These mixes were used for Forsythia and Lonicera 
with frequent fertilizer applications to  determine if these plants can 
be grown successfully  in light-weight media for shipping by mail.
A general array of mixes has been tried in the various sections 
of the country by research workers and nurserymen. The following 
formulations- are perhaps representative: Corliss Nursery, G loucester,
M assachusetts, uses a 2 -  2 -  1 mixture of loam, peat and pea gravel 
for plants grown in tar-paper pots (11); H ill's  Nursery, Dundee,
Illino is, uses a 1 -  1 mixture of fine sand and peat (44).
Workers at Florida University have tested  the effects of different 
grades and amounts of Perlite and peat in the soil mixture on growth 
and quality of container-stock (9).
Many who have worked with soil mixes have recommended that 
local organic materials be substituted for a portion of the frequently 
recommended peat m oss. One such material that has some possibility 
as a partial substitute is  composted cotton gin trash . W illis (51) 
of Louisiana State University reported in 1956 on experiments con­
ducted to determine the techniques for composting cotton gin trash 
and the changes in chemical composition of the material as a result
of the composting. He concluded that cotton gin trash is  an excellent 
material for making compost. The compost produced in th is  experiment 
contained approximately 2% of nitrogen, of which at least one-half was 
reported to be available to the plant during the first three to  four months 
after application.
Fertilization
A wide diversity of soil mixes necessita tes an equally wide range 
of fertilizer formulations . The natural fertility of the medium is  a 
factor in fertilization as well as the sp ec ie s , age of the plant and 
the season of the y ea r.
The J. I. Seed Compost has added to the mix at potting time 2 
pounds of superphosphate (18% phosphoric acid) and 1 pound of chalk 
(calcium carbonate) per cubic yard of mix, while the J. I .  Potting 
Compost has in addition 2 pounds of hoof and horn meal (13% nitrogen), 
and 1 pound of sulfate of potash (48% potassium) per cubic yard. No 
further additions of nitrogen were recommended by these workers (1),
The University of California recommends five basic soil mixes 
using the two basic ingredients—fine sand and peat. These mixes 
have come to be designated as A, B, C , D and E, with mix A being 
100% fine sand; mix B having 75% sand and 25% peat; mix C contain­
ing 50% of each material; mix D composed of 25% sand and 75% peat, 
and mix E being 100% peat (1). Fertilizer recommendations are specific 
for each mixture and there are six different formulations suggested for
each m ix~ the choice of formulation being determined by the species 
of plant being grown, the size and age of the plant and whether the 
mix is to  be used immediately or stored for a period of time (1).
Supplementary dry and liquid fertilizer formulas have been de­
veloped for use in growing plants in the various U . C . soil m ixes.
For dry applications during the growing season only organic materials 
are recommended for supplying nitrogen and only superphosphate for 
supplying phosphorus, while readily soluble forms of potassium are 
recommended with some emphasis on the use of potassium frit, which 
is slowly availab le . Readily soluble forms of a ll three elements are 
recommended in the liquid fertilizer formulas (1).
Ohio State University (3) in their early work applied fertilizer 
with a "Hozon" attached to the water lin e . A soluble concentrate was 
used and applications were made based on soil nutrient analyses 
using the Spurway method.
Furuta and Orr (17) at Auburn University reported the need for 
additions of calcium and phosphorus to  their potting mix for azaleas 
and cam ellias—both superphosphate and basic slag giving similar 
results . In a te s t comparing nitrogen sources, Uramite proved 
superior to cottonseed meal and sewage sludge in 1958, and slightly 
better than 8 - 8 - 8  fertilizer when both were incorporated into potting 
so il, or when used as top dressings.
Kelley of the University of Kentucky (30) reports that first year 
results indicate that source of nitrogen and potassium does not
materially affect the growth of container stock and that urea-formalde- 
hyde, 20% superphosphate and potassium frit mixed in the soil at plant­
ing time produced plants comparable to those fertilized regularly with 
a complete, water-soluble fertilizer, during the growing season. The 
Kentucky workers plan to study the correlation between leaf an a ly s is , 
soil analysis and plant growth.
Box (5) of M ississippi State University reports that in experi­
mental work to determine nitrogen levels for Ligustrum, levels of 150-200 
parts per million of nitrogen killed "first year" line rs , and that 50-75 
parts per million of nitrogen caused some damage.
Hill of H ill's Nursery, Dundee, Illinois (6), reports that he has 
found it advantageous to carry the average levels of all essen tial 
nutrient elements somewhat higher in container-grown plants than in 
those grown in the field . At h is nursery, a teaspoonful of dry organic 
nitrogen fertilizer is placed in each container as a top dressing at 
least twice a season. Such materials as dried blood, hoof and horn 
meal, castor pumice or dried fish emulsion are applied by hand. The 
principal method of adding fertilizer is by liquid feeding. A form that 
is  readily soluble and available is  applied in the irrigation w ater, 
normally with every third w atering. Hill indicates that fertilization 
is not discontinued toward the end of the summer in  order to harden 
plants for winter, but observes that a plant held at a relatively high 
fertility level all season is not stimulated into growth by a la te appli­
cation of fertilizer. He has further observed that container plants
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fed well all through the growing season have overwintered better than 
those where nitrogen was withheld to induce hardening.
Fertilization recommendations are s till difficult, due to the many 
variables involved. The more specific ones have been for standardized 
mixes using uniform ingredients in prescribed proportions for specific 
crops.
MATERIAIS AND METHODS
Species
For th is experiment two species of plants were chosen—Ilex 
com uta Burfordi and Buxus H arlandii. The Burfordi holly is  a rather 
large, fast-growing species, while the Harlandii box is  small and 
slow-growing.
To provide the plant material for th is  te s t ,  a large number of 
semi-hardwood cuttings of each species was taken in June of 1958. 
Terminal shoots of moderately vigorous growth were cut to 4 inches 
in length, the leaves removed from the bottom 2 inches, and the cut 
surface of the stem was treated with a root-promoting substance 
(HormodinNo. 3 , containing 0.8% of indolebutyric acid). These 
cuttings were rooted in a 1 -  1 by volume mixture of vermiculite and 
coarse sand in m uslin-shaded, raised  benches under la th . W atering 
of the cutting bed was done manually with a hose, often enough to 
keep the medium m oist. In addition, the cloth was w et frequently 
to  heli> maintain a high humidity.
A satisfactory  root system had formed on the Harlandii box in 
30 days from the time they were stuck, and the Burfordi holly had 
rooted well in 60 days. Plants were selected from the large number 
of rooted cuttings to  give as much uniformity as possib le , and potting 
was done between August 27 and September 10, 1958. The cuttings
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had made no growth at the time of potting. Potted plants were placed 
immediately in the lathhouse, where they remained during the winter 
prior to starting nitrogen ^treatments in February, 1959.
Media
Three potting mixtures were selected to be used in th is experi­
ment, and these were designated as Media A, B and C for convenience 
in identification. Measurements by volume of the various ingredients 
were used to obtain the desired proportions.
Medium A consisted of 2 parts of sterilized Lintonia s ilt loam 
so il, 2 parts of pulverized peat and 1 part of coarse sand.
Medium B contained 2 parts of sterilized Lintonia s ilt loam soil,
2 parts of composted cotton gin trash (51) and 1 part of coarse sand.
Medium C consisted of sterilized Lintonia s ilt loam soil with 
Krilium added at the rate of 1.25 pounds per 2000 pounds of soil mix, 
thus giving a concentration of 0.06% .
The media were mixed manually in six lots with each lot contain­
ing an estimated 2000 pounds. Superphosphate (20%) and muriate of 
potash (60%) were added to each lot of soil mixture at a rate equivalent 
to 2000 pounds of 0 -  8 ~ 8 fertilizer per acre.
Containers
The "Plantainer" (3) was selected as the container to  be used in 
growing the plants in th is experiment. It is  a crimped metal can with 
four drainage holes punched in the side near the bottom. Enough pea
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gravel to fill a four-inch pot was placed in the bottom of each can to aid 
in drainage.
Treatments
Table 1 shows the nitrogen treatments as used in th is  experiment. 
The nitrogen fertilizer was applied in dry form as a top dressing.
Table 2 shows the rate of application of nitrogen in p . p . m. ,  the 
number of grams of each fertilizer material that was required to supply 
that amount, and the measure that was actually used to determine 
individual applications to each container.
Experimental Design
Figure 1 (in Appendix) shows the arrangement of the plants during 
th is experiment. The two species were placed in separate but ad­
jacent areas in the lathhouse because of the inherent difference in 
growth ra te . Each medium was placed at random within the species 
block, and a ll plants of a given species in a given medium were 
randomized on an individual-plant basis to form the 17 treatments 
with each treatment having 10 replications. There were 1020 plants 
in the experiment at the time treatments were begun.
Culture of Plants
When the plants were potted in late August and early September, 
the cans were set on gravel in ground beds under la th . The plants 
were watered manually with a hose often enough to keep the medium
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Table 1. Schedule for nitrogen treatments used on container-grown holly 
and boxwood.
Treatment Source of p .p .m . N per Number of Month of
Number Nitrogen Application Applications Application"*-
1 (n h 4)2s o 4 150 1 Feb.
2 (21%) 150 2 Feb. „ M ar.
3 150 3 F e b ., M a r., Apr.
4 300 1 Feb.
5 300 2 Feb. ,  M ar.
6 300 3 Feb. ,  M ar. „ Apr.
7 600 1 Feb.
8 600 2 Feb. ,  Apr.
9 900 1 Feb.
10 900 2 Feb. ,  Apr.
11 Uramite 150 1 Feb.
12 (38%) 150 2 Feb. ,  July
13 300 1 Feb.
14 300 2 Feb. , Judy
15 600 1 Feb.
16 900 1 Feb.
Check 0 0
^Application made within first few days of month indicated,,
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Table 2 , Rate of application, weight in grams and actual measurements
used in applying fertilizer to container-grown holly and boxwood.
Nitrogen
Source
p .p .m . N per 
Application
Grams of 
M aterial
Measurement:
Teaspoons
(n h 4 )2 s o 4 150 3.00 0.50
300 6 . 0 0 1 . 0 0
600 1 2 . 0 0 2 . 0 0
900 18.00 3.00
Uramite 150 1.50 0.25
300 3.00 0.50
600 6 . 0 0 1 . 0 0
900 9.00 1. 50
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moist. The nitrogen treatments were started  in February, as indicated 
in Table 1. Malathion w as applied as needed to  control aph ids, No 
pruning was done. Watering and weeding were continued as needed 
during the two y ea rs , and nitrogen was applied as shown in Table 1.
Evaluation
Methods of evaluation used in th is  experiment included: ob­
servations , growth measurements, soil an a ly ses , and plant tissu e  
an a ly ses .
Observations. The relative dates of the initiation of growth by 
the plants in the three different media were noted for the two sp ec ie s .
In some of the treatments receiving a high concentration of ammonium 
sulfate, a rather high percentage of the plants died. This behavior 
was noted. It was observed that there was a significant variation in 
the number of cycles of growth, especially on the holly, and that there 
was also a great difference in leaf color at the end of the first growing 
season . Photographs were taken to provide visual evidence of some 
of the differences noted.
Measurements . Measurement of the height of the holly species 
was used as an index of growth ra te , while a height and width measure­
ment was used as a criterion for the boxwood. The plants were measured 
August 10, 1959; November 5, 1959; and May 7, 1960. The figures 
obtained in November represented the to ta l growth for the first season. 
Measurements for May, representing only the growth made during the
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early part of the 1960 growing season, were obtained by subtraction, 
using the November, 1959, and May, 1960, measurements. The measure­
ment of height on May 7, 1960, represents the total growth made by the 
plants during the experiment. These data are also included.
Soil Analyses . Soil samples were taken in August and November, 
1959, and in May, 1960. A composite sample was taken for each trea t­
ment—i .e .  a core of soil was taken from each of the 1 0  containers for 
a given treatment and combined into one sample. The Louisiana State 
University Soils Laboratory measured the pH and analyzed the soil for 
phosphorus, potassium, calcium and magnesium. The writer ran an 
analysis for nitrate nitrogen.
The L .S .U . Soils Laboratory used the following techniques in 
analyzing the samples:
For the bases potassium , calcium and magnesium, 0.1 N HC1 was 
used as an extracting agent at a 1/20 ratio , or 5 gm./lOO ml. solution. 
Potassium and calcium were determined on a Perkins-Elmer flame 
photometer, and magnesium was determined by a colorimetric method 
using the Clayton yellow indicator with readings taken on a Bausch. &
Lomb "spectronic 20".
Phosphorus was extracted by using a combination of 0.1 N HC1 
and 0.03 N NH4 F solution at a 1/20 ratio and determined colorimet- 
rically on a Bausch & Lomb "spectronic 20".
In determining pH, an approximately 1:1 ratio of soil to water
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was used and readings were made on a Beckman pH meter, Model H -2 .
N itrate nitrogen was determined by using a modification of the 
phenol-di sulfonic nitrate te s t  as outlined by Prince (36). Ten grams 
of air-dry so il were combined with approximately 0.4 gram of pulver­
ized quicklime (CaO) and 20 ml. of d istilled  w ater. The samples were 
shaken for 3 to 5 m inutes, allowed to stand for 20 minutes and filtered . 
F ive-m l. aliquots of th is extract were used for color development. 
Transmittancy was measured on a Beckman Model B-2 spectrophotom­
eter, and these  readings were converted to p .p .m . by comparison with 
readings on a 10 p .p .m . standard solution of KNO3  . Standard curves 
were made by using three dilutions of the standard solution, with a  new 
curve being prepared for each sampling d a te . Readings were made at 
420 m illim icrons.
Plant Tissue A nalyses. Leaves from the two species of plants 
were analyzed for nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium , using 
quantitative tis su e  te s ts  as reported by Lunt (33). These te s ts  are 
based  on W olf's (52, 53, 54) modification of Morgan's method. Phe- 
nol-disulfonic acid was used to te s t  for n itra tes , ammonium molybdate 
to  te s t for phosphorus and cobaltinitrite to te s t for potassium .
The three terminal leaves were taken as samples from the holly 
p lan ts, and terminal shoots approximately two inches in length were 
taken from the boxwood. Composite samples were made by taking tis su e  
from each replication in a treatment and combining them into one sam ple.
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The leaves were placed in g lass screw -cap ja rs as they were co llected . 
The leaves were la ter washed in tap w ater, drained, and the excess 
moisture removed with paper to w els . After w ashing , the leaves were 
stored at 35° F. until extractions were made.
M organ's extracting solution (33) was used to  leach the plant 
m aterial. Five-gram samples of fresh leaves were combined with 100 
ml. of M organ's leaching solution and 1/4 teaspoon of charcoal and 
blended for 3 minutes in  a Waring blendor. This mixture was then 
filtered . The extract was stored a t 35° F. until used for ana lysis .
Five-m l. aliquots were used from each sample to  te s t for nitrate 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium . Color readings were made on the 
Beckman Model B-2 spectrophotometer as with the so il te s t for n itra te s . 
Standard curves were prepared as for the soil te s t .  A 10 p .p .m . 
standard solution w as used for phosphorus, and a 1 0 0  p .p .m . standard 
solution for potassium . The nitrogen readings were taken at a wave 
length of 420 millimicrons and phosphorus and potassium  at 830 milli­
microns .
S ta tistical M ethods. The data were analyzed as a simple fac­
torial design. Growth measurements were taken on an individual plant 
basis and were so treated  in the analysis of variance. However, the 
soil samples and tis su e  samples were taken on a treatment b a s is . No 
analysis of variance w as run on these  data, but simple correlations 
were calculated using the composite sample of the soil and tis su e  as 
the criterion, with conversion of the growth data to  that b a s is .
A to ta l of nine variables w as te s ted  for correlation values in ­
cluding height; five for the so il analysis (nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus, 
potassium , calcium and magnesium) and three for the tis su e  analysis 
(nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium ). The data were taken at 
three sampling d a tes, August and November, 1959, and May, 1960.
The data for August and November, 1959, were te s ted  for correlation 
together, while those for May, 1960, were tested  separately .
F values were calculated for the growth data and were used to 
indicate differences among the three main effects and the in teractions.
The correlation values (r values) were used to  show the re la ­
tionship of the soil and tis su e  variables to growth and to  one another.
S ta tis tica l analysis w as done with the aid of the staff of the 
University Computer Center and the 650 Computer.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Observations
The boxwood plants in  medium B began their growth prior to 
February 1, 1959, and thus before any nitrogen fertilizer was applied. 
The foliage was a bright green color. Plants of the boxwood species 
in media A and C did not begin growth until around March 1, 1959, ap­
proximately one month after nitrogen fertilization was begun and about 
six  weeks after the plants in  medium B . The foliage color of the plants 
in these two media was very poor and did not improve until growth 
started after fertilization . The holly plants began their growth cycle 
la ter in the spring than the boxwood, but the same pattern of growth 
occurred—the plants in medium B began growth prior to those in media 
A and C .
After the in itia l application of fertilizer was made, a large 
number of plants died in treatments 7 , 8 , 9  and 10. These treatments 
consisted of 600 p .p .m . of nitrogen in the form of ammonium sulfate 
for treatments 7 and 8 , and 900 p .p .m . of the same material for trea t­
ments 9 and 10. (These amounts and those for other treatments are 
shown in Table 1'.) Death came in 4 -  6  days for some of these 
p lan ts—the whole plant becoming brown and dry—while others died 
more slowly, losing a few leaves at a time until the whole plant was 
finally dead. Only a few plants died from most of the other treatments
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and these died slowly. Table 3 indicates by treatm ents, media and 
sp e c ie s , the number of plants tha t survived the firs t-year applications 
of fertilizer. It is significant to  note that no check p lants died in 1959. 
Table 4 is an analysis of variance that shows the differences and their 
magnitude relative to  plants killed by the application of high rates of 
nitrogen fertilizer.
Table 5 is  a summary of plant survival to May, 1960, following 
the application of nitrogen fertilizer in  February, March and April of 
1960. During the early spring of 1960, a few of the check plants died 
and several more plants in some of the treatments died after nitrogen 
fertilizer was applied. These plants were undersized and evidently 
those that were weak from some cause. The s ta tis tica l analyses in 
Tables 4 and 6  show response to be somewhat different for the two 
y e a rs .
Most of the holly plants in medium B made three cycles of growth 
during the 1959 growing season. Many of the plants in media A and G 
made only one cycle of growth and none made more than two cy c les .
The holly check plants in medium B made almost as much growth as 
the plants that had nitrogen fertilization, whereas the check plants 
in the other two media made very little  growth, especially  those in 
medium A. Medium B gave the best response of any medium for the 
ho lly .
Growth of the boxwood was more or le ss  continuous and difficult 
to  recognize as definite cy c les . The boxwood plants in medium B
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Table 3 . Number of plants surviving from original ten  in each treatment 
after fertilizer application in 1959.
________  HOLLY________________   BOXWOOD_
Treatment Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium
Number_______ A_________B________ C_________ A_______ B_______C
1 1 0 1 0 9 1 0 9 9
2 1 0 1 0 8 9 9 9
3 1 0 1 0 1 0 9 8 1 0
4 8 8 9 9 7 8
5 9 8 9 9 8 9
6 1 0 7 7 9 8 7
7 8 1 6 3 1 2
8 5 4 0 5 2 0
9 5 1 5 2 0 0
1 0 3 0 7 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 9 1 0
1 2 9 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
13 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
14 1 0 9 7 1 0 1 0 1 0
15 1 0 9 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
16 8 8 6 1 0 1 0 1 0
Check 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
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Table 4 . Analysis of variance for plant survival after fertilizer applica­
tion  in  1959.
Source of 
Variation
Degrees of 
Freedom
Mean
Scruare F Values
Species 1 5.00 3.14
Media 2 1 0 . 0 0 6.28**
Treatments 16 56.00 35.22**
Source ^ 2 134.00 84.00**
Rate 4 152.00 96.00**
Time 1 0 1.70
S X M 2 0.25
S x  T 16 1.69
M x T 32 1.46
S x M x T 32 1.59
Total 1 0 1
** Significant at 1% level of probability.
1 Source of nitrogen within treatm ents, rate of application within 
source, and time of application within rate within source.
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Table 5 , Number of plants surviving from original ten  in  each treatment 
after fertilizer application in 1960,
HOLLY_________   BOXWOOD
Treatment
Number
Medium
A
Medium
B
Medium
C
Medium
A
Medium
B
Met
C
1 5 8 6 8 9 9
2 5 9 6 8 8 1 0
3 1 0 8 1 0 9 8 9
4 1 8 7 8 7 8
5 6 8 8 7 2 6
6 1 0 7 6 5 5 7
7 4 1 4 1 0 1
8 4 3 1 2 0 0
9 1 0 4 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 9 9 8 9 1 0
1 2 9 9 1 0 1 0 9 1 0
13 9 9 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
14 1 0 9 4 9 8 9
15 9 9 1 0 9 9 8
16 8 8 6 8 9 9
Check 8 1 0 1 0 9 1 0 9
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Table 6 . Analysis of variance for plant survival after fertilizer applica­
tion in 1960.
Source of 
Variation
Degrees of 
Freedom
Mean
Sauare F Values
Species 1 1 . 0 0
Media 2 1 . 0 0
Treatments 16 64.50 23.98**
Source1 2 214.00 76.00**
Rate 4 132.00 48.00**
Time 1 0 2 . 0 0
S x M 2 2 . 0 0
S x  T 16 2 . 8 8
M x T 32 1.41
S x M x T 32 2.69
Total 1 0 1
**Significant at 1% level of probability.
1 Source of nitrogen within treatm ents, rate of application within source, 
and time of application within rate within source.
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showed a dying back of the new shoots during the summer of 1,959. No 
dying back was observed in  1960. The dying of new shoot growth did 
not occur in the plants in either media A or C . Medium C gave the 
best overall response for the boxwood species for 1959 and 1960.
At the end of the 1959 growing season, the plants showed a wide 
variation in foliage color. The foliage of some plants was dark green, 
some medium green, while that of others was a light yellow -green.
The yellow color was especially  prominent on leaves of the second 
growth cycle of the holly plants grown in media A and C . Leaves of 
the holly plants grown in medium B were a dark green color even after 
a third cycle of growth. Many of the boxwood plants showed a yellow- 
green foliage color also , but all leaves showed the change in  color. 
Table 7 shows a comparison of the various treatments relative to 
foliage color based on a comparative scale ranging from 1 to 3.
Table 8  is  an analysis of variance for the foliage color evaluation 
at the end of the 1959 growing season.
After nitrogen fertilization in 1960, the yellow plants again 
became green in color. On May 1, 1960, new foliage on the holly 
check plants was a light yellow-green color and the foliage on a 
number of the plants receiving low applications of nitrogen fertilizer 
was also  a light yellow-green color. Foliage of plants receiving a 
high rate of ammonium sulfate was a much darker green than that of 
plants in the other treatments .
The colored photographs in the appendix show some aspects of
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Table 7 . F o liage co lo r ev a lu a tio n  of ho lly  and boxw ood, Novem ber,
1959.*
Treatment
Number
HOLLY BOXWOOD
Medium
A
Medium
B
Medium
C
Medium
A
Medium Medium 
B C
1 1 .7 1 3.0 1.5 1 . 8 2 . 1 1 . 6
2 1.3 3.0 1.3 1 . 8 2.3 2 . 0
3 1.5 3.0 1.4 1.7 2.3 1.9
4 1 . 6 3.0 1.5 1 . 1 2 . 6 1 . 8
5 1 . 6 3.0 1.3 2 . 0 2 . 1 2 . 1
1 1 1.5 3 .0 1 . 6 2 . 1 2 . 1 1 . 8
1 2 1.3 3 .0 1.5 2.4 2 . 6 2.7
13 1.7 3.0 1.4 2 . 0 2.5 1 . 8
14 - 1.3 3 .0 1 . 0 2.7 2.5 2.5
15 1 . 6 o0CO 1 . 2 2 . 2 2.5 2 . 6
16 1.7 3.0 1.5 2 . 8 1.9 2.7
Check 1.3 3.0 1.7 1 . 2 2 . 2 2 . 1
*Color Scale; 1 = light green; 2 = medium green; 3 = dark green 
^Each figure represents an average of observations on 10 p lants.
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Table 8 . Analysis of variance for foliage color evaluation of holly and 
boxwood, November, 1959.
Source of 
Variation
Degrees of 
Freedom
Mean
Sauare F Values
Species 1 5.00 18.00**
Media 2 64.00 237.00**
Treatments 1 1 0.50 1.80
S x M 2 35.00 129.00**
S x T 1 1 2.60 9.60**
M x T 2 2 1 . 1 0 4 . 0 0 **
S x M x  T 2 2 0.09 .03
Error 648 0.27
Total 719
**Significant at 1% level of probability.
the plant responses that are not easily  conveyed by the measurement 
data . Representative check plants of the two species in each of the 
media are compared in Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 4, a holly check 
plant in medium B is compared with plants receiving a low and a high 
application of ammonium sulfate in the same medium. A holly check 
plant in medium B is  also shown with plants given a low and a high 
level of Uramite in the same medium (Figure 5). Another comparison 
is  that of a holly check plant in medium B with plants receiving a high 
level of ammonium sulfate in media A and C; th is  is  shown in Figure 6 . 
In Figure 7, a boxwood check plant in medium C is  shown compared 
with plants receiving a high level of ammonium sulfate and a high 
level of Uramite in the same medium.
Measurement Data
Plant height measured in inches was used as the criterion for 
growth of the plants in this experiment. A measurement of width was 
taken on the boxwood but was not included here because an analysis 
of variance of these data gave the same indications as the height 
measurement alone. Tables 9, 11/ 13 and 15 give the height measure­
ment data for the various dates of sampling used in this experiment. 
Each data table is  followed by an analysis of variance. Average 
heights of ten  plants are given for the two species, the three media 
and for twelve of the original seventeen treatm ents. In the case of 
treatments 6 , 7, 8 , 9 and 10 it was felt that too many plants had died
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Table 9 . Average h e ig h ts  in  inches of holly  and  boxwood grown in  th ree
m edia, m easurem ents tak en  in  A ugust, 1959.
Treatment
Number
HOLLY BOXWOOD
Treatment
Mean
Media Mean Media Nlean
A B C A B C
1 4 1 1 6 7 4 4 6 5 6
2 6 1 0 7 8 4 4 7 5 6
3 8 1 1 8 9 6 4 6 5 7
4 5 1 1 5 7 4 5 5 5 6
5 8 1 0 8 9 4 4 5 4 6
1 1 6 1 2 8 8 4 4 7 5 6
1 2 6 1 0 9 8 4 5 6 5 6
13 8 1 0 9 9 4 6 7 6 8
14 8 14 5 9 6 5 6 5 7
15 9 13 8 9 4 5 7 5 7
16 9 1 1 8 1 0 5 4 7 5 8
Check 2 1 1 5 6 2 4 4 3 4
Mean 7 1 1 7 4 4 6
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Table 10. A nalysis of va riance  for h e ig h ts  of holly  and boxw ood, August
1959.
Source of 
Variation
Degrees of 
Freedom
Mean
Scmare F Values
Species 1 1869.0 415.00**
Media 2 352.0 78.00**
Treatments 1 1 41.1 9.13**
Source1 2 169.0 37.50**
Rate 4 12.7 2.82*
Time 5 13.8 3.06**
S x M 2 316.0 114.60**
S x T 1 1 6.9 1.53
M x T 2 2 13.5 3.00**
S x M x T 2 2 10.3 2.28**
Error 648 4.5
Total 719
**Significant at 1% level of probability.
* Significant at 5% level of probability.
1 Source of n itrogen w ith in  tre a tm e n ts , ra te  of ap p lica tio n  w ith in  so u rc e ,
and tim e of ap p lica tio n  w ith in  ra te  w ith in  so u rc e .
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Table 11 „ Average h e ig h ts  in  in ch es  of ho lly  and boxwood grown in  th ree
m edia, m easurem ents ta k e n  in  Novem ber, 1959.
HOLLY BOXWOOD
Treatment
Number
Media Mean Media Mean Treatnv
MeaiA B C A B C
1 5 15 7 9 4 4 6 5 7
2 7 13 7 9 4 5 7 5 7
3 9 13 8 1 0 6 0 6 6 8
4 5 14 6 8 4 6 5 5 6
5 9 14 8 1 0 4 4 5 5 8
1 1 7 14 8 1 0 5 4 6 5 8
1 2 9 13 9 1 0 5 6 7 6 8
13 9 13 1 0 1 1 5 6 7 6 8
14 1 0 17 7 1 1 7 5 7 6 8
15 1 1 17 9 1 2 4 5 7 6 9
16 13 16 9 1 2 6 4 7 6 9
Check 3 14 6 8 3 4 4 4 6
Mean 8 14 8 5 5 6
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Table 12. A nalysis of v ariance  for he igh ts of holly  and boxw ood, N ovem ber,
1959.
Source of 
Variation
Degrees of 
Freedom
Mean
Sauare F Values
Species 1 4175.00 588.00**
Media 2 714.00 1 0 0 . 0 0 **
Treatments 1 1 64.72 9.10**
Source* 2 229.00 32.20**
Rate 4 45.00 6.30**
Time 5 15.00 2 . 1 0
S x M 2 993.00 139.00**
S x T 1 1 16.45 2.30**
M x T 2 2 18.45 2.59**
S x M x T 2 2 11.45 1.61*
Error 648 7.10
Total 719
**Significant at 1% level of probability.
* Significant at 5% level of probability.
* Source of nitrogen within treatm ents, rate of application within source, 
and time of application w ithin rate within source.
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Table 13. Average inches increase in height of holly and boxwood grown 
in three media, from November, 1959, to  May, 1960.
HOLLY_______   BOXWOOD
Treatment
Number
Media Mean Media Mean Treatment
MeanA B C A B C
1 2 5 2 3 1 1 1 1 2
2 3 4 3 3 0 1 1 1 2
3 6 6 2 5 1 2 1 1 3
4 2 5 2 3 1 2 1  1 2
5 2 4 2 3 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 2 6 3 4 1 0 1 1 2
1 2 4 5 3 4 0 1 1 1 2
13 3 6 3 4 1 2 2  2 3
14 3 7 4 5 1 1 2  1 3
15 3 7 3 4 1 1 2  1 2
16 4 7 3 5 1 1 1  1 3
Check 1 4 2 2  1 1 1 1 2
Mean 3 6 3 1 1 1
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Table 14. Analysis of variance for height increase of holly and boxwood 
from November, 1959, to May, I960.
Source of 
Variation
Degrees of 
Freedom
Mean
Square F Values
Species 1 1233.00 611.00**
Media 2 154.00 77.00**
Treatments 1 1 1 2 . 2 0 6 . 1 0 **
Source1 2 79.00 39.50**
Rate 4 31.00 15.50**
Time 5 25.00 12.50**
S x M 2 173.00 8 6 . 0 0 **
S x T 1 1 8 . 0 0 4.00**
M x T 2 2 2.30 1 . 0 0
S x M x T 2 2 1 . 0 0 .05
Error 648 2 . 0 0
Total 719
**Significant at 1% level of probability .
* Source of n itrogen  w ith in  tre a tm e n ts , ra te  o f ap p lica tio n  w ith in  so u rce ,
and tim e of ap p lica tio n  w ith in  ra te  w ith in  so u rc e .
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Table 15. Average heigh t in  in ch es  of holly  and boxwood grown in  three
m edia, m easurem ents tak en  in  M ay, 1960«>
HOLLY BOXWOOD
Treatment
Number
Media Mean Media Mean Treatm
MeA B C A B C
1 8 19 9 1 2 5 5 7 6 9
2 1 2 18 1 1 14 5 6 7 6 1 0
3 13 2 0 1 1 15 7 7 7 7 1 1
4 1 0 19 8 1 2 4 8 6 6 9
5 1 1 18 1 2 14 5 5 6 5 1 0
1 1 9 2 1 1 2 14 5 4 8 6 1 0
1 2 13 18 1 2 14 5 6 8 6 1 0
13 13 2 0 14 16 6 8 8 7 1 2
14 13 24 1 1 16 8 5 8 7 1 2
15 14 24 13 17 5 6 9 7 1 2
16 15 2 2 1 2 16 6 5 9 7 1 2
Check 4 18 8 1 0 3 5 5 4 7
Mean 1 1 2 0 1 1 5 6 7
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Table 16. Analysis of variance for height of holly and boxwood, May, 
1960.
Source of 
Variation
Degrees of 
Freedom
Mean
Sauare F Values
Species 1 11,273 1 ,4 0 9 .1 2 ^
Media 2 1,392 1 7 4 .0 0 ^
Treatments 1 1 1 1 2 1 4 .0 0 ^
Source* 2 437 5 4 .00##
Rate 4 60 7.50**
Time 5 24 3 . 0 0 ^
S x M 2 1,845 2 3 0 .6 2 ^
S x T 1 1 31 3 .8 8 ^
M x T 2 2 23 2 . 8 8 ^
S x M x T 2 2 23 2 . 8 8 ^
Error 648 8
Total 719
♦♦Significant at 1% level of probability.
1 Source of nitrogen w ith in  tre a tm e n ts , ra te  of ap p lica tio n  w ith in  so u rc e ,
and tim e of ap p lica tio n  w ith in  ra te  w ith in  so u rc e .
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for these  treatments to be included in the s ta tis tica l an a ly s is .
The three main effects consistently  showed highly significant 
differences by the F te s t each time measurements were taken. The 
interaction between species and media (S x  M) was highly significant 
for each measurement. The other interactions were significant most of 
the tim e, including the second order interaction (S x M x T).
It was expected that rather large differences would be present 
between species, due to the inherent characteristics of each, and th is 
proved to  be true , as indicated in  Tables 10, 12, 14 and 16.
There was also a striking difference in the response of the  plants 
in the three media. The differences among media were highly signifi­
can t, as shown by s ta tis tica l analysis (Tables 10, 12, 14 and 16).
Holly made its best growth in  medium B, while boxwood made its  
maximum growth in medium C . The response of holly was very similar 
in media A and C , and there was very little  difference in the response 
of boxwood in media A and B.
Treatment differences were highly significant by the F te s t  each 
time measurements were taken . The treatment component was broken 
down into three factors: source of nitrogen (no nitrogen, ammonium 
sulfate and Uramite); rate of application within source (0 . 0  p .p .m .,
150 p .p .m . , 300 p .p .m . , 600 p .p .m . , 900 p .p .m .) ; and time of appli­
cation within rate within source of nitrogen (check w ith no nitrogen;
1 , 2 and 3 applications of ammonium sulfate at 150 p .p .m .; 1 and 2 
applications of Uramite at 150 p .p .m .;  1 and 2 applications of
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ammonium sulfate and Uramite at 300 p .p .m .; 3 applications of ammonium 
sulfate at 300 p .p .m . ,1 1 application of Uramite at 600 p .p .m .; 1 applica­
tion of Uramite at 900 p .p .m .) .
Each factor of the treatment component showed a highly signifi­
cant difference with only one exception; that was for the time of appli­
cation data taken in  August. The source of nitrogen factor gave the 
largest F value at all measurement dates and accounts for most of the 
treatment variation. The check plants gave the sm allest amount of 
growth, the plants receiving Uramite treatments gave the largest 
amount and the plants receiving ammonium sulfate were in between 
the check plants and those receiving Uramite.
The final heights of both species of plants are shown in Table 15, 
and the treatment means indicate that as the number of applications of 
ammonium sulfate was increased at the 150-p.p .m . rate* the growth 
increased a lso . There was an increase in growth with the second 
application of ammonium sulfate at the 300-p .p .m . ra te , however 
when three applications of ammonium sulfate were made at the 300- 
p .p .m . rate* excessive killing of the plants occurred and the rate of 
growth was reduced on those that survived. Higher rates than 300 
p .p .m . of ammonium sulfate were fatal to a large percentage of the 
plants , as indicated in Tables 3 and 5.
Treatment means for those plants receiving Uramite showed no 
difference in plants receiving one and two applications at the 150-p.p.m , 
rate. There was no significant difference between plants receiving 300,
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600 and 900 p .p .m . of Uramite, regardless of the number of applications.
There were more holly plants killed with the 900-p .p .m . rate than 
any other Uramite treatm ent, but th is  was not excessive (Tables 3 and 5).
The check plants made very little  growth except for the holly in 
medium B, as shown in Table 15. Only four of the check plants died 
during the entire experiment and these survived the first year, dying 
during the second growing season.
Because of the difference in response of the two species to  the 
different media, there was a strong interaction between species and 
media—holly giving its  maximum growth in medium B and boxwood in 
mediumiC. The other interactions were highly significant by the F te s t 
at various times of measurement and were a ll highly significant on the 
basis of the final measurement.
The experimental error was small because of the large number of 
replications and the resulting large number of degrees of freedom for 
error.
Soil Analyses
Analysis of the soil (media) was used in th is experiment as one 
criterion to explain the differences in growth of the p lan ts . Tests were 
made for nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium , calcium and mag­
nesium. Although equal amounts of superphosphate and muriate of potash 
were added to each medium, the media did not contain the same amounts 
of available phosphorus and potassium . No additions of calcium or
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magnesium were made, and again the media did not contain the same 
amount of th ese  elem ents. The ingredients composing the media were 
very different in  composition and th is  fact explains the media differ­
ences in the amounts of the four elem ents, phosphorus, potassium , 
calcium and magnesium. Nitrogen fertilization accounts for most of 
the differences in n itra te s , however the nitrogen composition of the 
basic  ingredients had some effect on so il nitrates a lso .
The composted cotton gin trash  was highest of any basic  ingredi­
ent in  nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium , while the soil w as highest 
in calcium and magnesium. Medium B, containing composted cotton gin 
tra sh , te sted  consisten tly  higher in n itra tes , phosphorus and potassium, 
than the other two media. Medium C, composed of soil with Krilium, 
was consistently  the highest of the three media in calcium and magnesium.
The soil analysis showed how the three media compared for each 
of the elements te s te d . The August analysis may be taken as an ex­
ample of the trend tha t w as observed throughout the experiment. In the 
August analysis of the media in which holly was being grown, the nitrate 
te s t  showed medium B to  average 9 .0  p .p .m .;  medium C , E.5 p .p .m . 
and medium A, 6.1 p .p .m . The phosphorus te s t showed medium B to 
average 304 p .p .m .;  medium C , 282 p .p .m . and medium A, 181 p .p .m . 
The potassium  te s t showed medium B to  average 215 p .p .m .; medium G,
81 p .p .m . and medium A, 36 p .p .m . The calcium te s t showed medium C 
to average 3841 p .p .m .;  medium B, 2611 p .p .m . and medium A, 2053 
p .p .m . The magnesium te s t showed medium C to average 1314 p .p .m .;
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medium B, 906 p .p .m .,  and medium A, 639 p .p .m .
The same general trend was observed throughout the experiment 
with each element (except nitrogen) being gradually decreased as the 
plants grew and as leaching from watering the plants continued. N i- . 
tra tes fluctuated with the application of nitrogen fertilizer, with growth 
and with leaching.
The two species showed some differences in their depletion of 
the various elements from the media. The August analysis was typical 
of the entire te s t and showed the nitrate levels to vary slightly . The 
media in which holly was being grown averaged 7.2 p .p .m . of nitrates 
and those in which boxwood was being grown averaged 6 .0  p .p .m . 
Phosphorus content of the media showed a variation a lso , with an 
average of 256 p .p .m . in the media in which holly was grown and 271 
p .p .m . for the media in which boxwood was grown. The potassium con­
tent of the media was variable, with an average of 111 p .p .m . in the 
media in which holly was grown and 143 p .p .m . in the media in which 
boxwood was grown. There was very little  difference between species 
in the reduction of calcium in the media, but they did show some varia­
tion relative to magnesium, with 945 p .p .m . remaining in  the media 
where holly was grown and 847 p .p .m . in  the media where boxwood 
was grown.
Data for the soil te s ts  are given in Tables 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, and 26. No analysis of variance for these data was 
done, since te s ts  were made from composite samples. These data were
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T able 17. N itra te  c o n te n t, in  p . p . m . , of th ree  m edia in  w hich holly  w as
grown; sam ples tak e n  in  August and Novem ber, 1959, and in
M ay, I9 6 0 .*
Treatment
Number
Medium A Medium B Medium C
Aug. Nov., May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 2 2 3 7 3 4 4 2 3
2 2 2 6 8 3 7 4 2 4
3 3 2 18 5 2 18 4 2 18
4 2 2 4 6 2 7 4 2 7
5 2 2 17 5 2 17 4 2 17
11 2 2 4 9 3 6 4 2 4
12 15 2 4 10 3 7 16 3 4
13 6 1 5 5 3 7 4 2 4
14 20 3 12 20 3 14 18 4 13
15 10 2 15 9 2 17 8 2 13
16 10 2 16 18 3 18 8 2 15
Check 1 2 2 5 2 4 2 2 2
*C om posite  so il sam ple used  for each  trea tm e n t.
T able 18. N itra te  c o n te n t, in  p . p . m . , of th re e  m edia in  w hich boxwood
w as grown; sam ples ta k e n  in  August and Novem ber, 1959, and
in  M ay, I9 6 0 .*
Treatment
Number
Medium A Medium B Medium C
Auq. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 3 1 2 7 3 6 2 1 3
2 2 2 7 7 3 7 2 1 3
3 1 2 18 5 2 18 2 1 18
4 2 2 6 7 3 7 2 2 7
5 3 2 15 7 3 15 2 2 13
11 3 2 3 9 4 7 7 1 3
12 4 2 3 12 4 4 5 1 4
13 3 2 4 11 4 8 4 1 5
14 16 2 14 16 4 14 16 1 14
15 14 2 15 18 2 15 3 1 16
I 6 5 2 17 7 7 19 2 1 17
Check 1 1 4 8 3 4 4 1 3
♦C om posite so il sam ple u sed  for each  tre a tm e n t.
T a b le  19 „ Phosphorus c o n te n t, in  p . p . m . , of th ree  m edia in  w hich  ho lly
w as grown; sam ples tak en  in  August and Novem ber, 1959, and
in  M ay, I960 .*
Treatment Medium A Medium B Medium C
Number Auq. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 188 151 134 320 292 261 284 288 275
2 188 155 154 277 281 268 288 259 288
3 178 180 150 305 270 228 277 259 288
4 185 173 157 305 281 261 298 270 275
5 181 173 151 320 288 261 291 288 275
11 192 153 151 227 310 288 288 266 248
12 167 150 127 334 288 275 280 274 255
13 195 158 127 312 274 241 270 274 275
14 170 171 141 312 310 281 277 266 248
15 174 166 127 305 295 275 277 183 255
16 170 162 141 312 274 248 277 195 255
Check 192 158 161 305 245 275 284 195 255
* C om posite so il  sam ple u se d  for each  tre a tm e n t.
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Table 20. Phosphorus content, in p .p .m . , of three media in which boxwood 
was grown; samples taken in August and November, 1959, and in 
May, I960.*
Treatment
Number
Medium A Medium B Medium C
Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 193 145 181 305 205 268 291 195 261
2 179 123 181 326 200 261 312 191 255
3 188 140 174 369 181 255 305 187 268
4 220 143 188 305 230 234 291 209 268
5 220 135 174 334 213 268 263 203 269
11 206 125 147 369 230 268 270 195 248
12 185 121 154 334 235 205 277 195 248
13 206 120 161 320 190 248 270 187 268
14 213 138 161 369 213 275 291 183 261
15 217 131 161 312 210 261 249 186 255
16 185 130 158 320 216 255 256 194 255
Check 206 125 168 348 187 261 291 188 298
*C om posite so il sam ple u sed  for each  tre a tm e n t.
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Table 21 . Potassium  co n ten t, in  p . p . m . , of th ree  m edia in  w hich ho lly  w as
grown; sam ples tak e n  in  August and Novem ber, 1959, and in  M ay,
I960 .*
Treatment Medium A Medium B Medium C
Number oI Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 43 30 39 181 151 86 99 78 73
2 35 30 26 181 130 50 82 65 69
3 26 26 17 112 65 43 60 60 48
4 39 26 35 194 134 52 86 69 78
5 30 26 17 160 99 52 69 56 60
11 43 30 78 320 177 95 91 69 73
12 43 30 43 289 104 99 78 69 73
13 35 26 35 298 147 78 82 69 73
14 35 26 35 164 108 86 82 60 65
15 43 35 35 276 125 60 73 69 69
16 30 26 26 177 112 39 73 69 69
Check 52 30 48 315 151 95 104 91 86
♦C om posite so il sam ple u sed  for each  tre a tm e n t.
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Table 22. Potassium content, in p .p .m . , of three media in  which boxwood 
was grown; samples taken in August and November, 1959, and 
in May, I960.*
Treatment Medium A Medium B____  Medium C
Number Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 56 48 39 255 160 108 108 91 91
2 35 39 26 255 207 99 95 86 69
3 30 35 17 199 112 60 78 78 52
4 48 48 43 242 160 99 91 82 73
5 43 35 22 272 143 78 78 65 69
11 48 48 39 354 190 125 125 104 95
12 56 43 35 402 203 117 147 108 78
13 52 39 35 324 130 95 125 86 86
14 60 39 39 415 186 104 112 78 73
15 52 39 35 212 138 86 86 78 91
16 52 35 39 212 134 82 82 86 86
Check 60 56 52 376 190 168 147 125 108
*C om posite so il  sam ple u sed  for each  tre a tm e n t.
s o
T able 23 . C alcium  co n ten t, in  p . p . m . , of th ree  m edia in  w hich holly  w as
grown; sam ples tak en  in  August and Novem ber, 1959, and M ay,
I9 6 0 .*
Treatment Medium A  Medium B Medium C
Number Auer. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 2074 1685 1426 2376 2290 2030 3931 3586 3240
2 1555 1728 1123 2290 2117 1685 3413 3110 2678
3 1728 1166 907 2246 1814 1210 3067 2851 2246
4 1901 1685 1469 2246 2722 1728 3758 3413 3024
5 1469 1426 821 2333 1814 1598 3413 2851 2290
11 2203 1858 1685 2506 2678 2333 4061 3802 3888
12 2376 2160 2030 2851 2549 2376 4104 3845 3931
13 2290 1858 1685 2981 2376 2333 4377 3888 3845
14 2290 1901 1901 2808 2290 2376 4147 3715 3715
15 2722 2117 1685 2981 2678 2160 4147 3629 3499
16 1987 1598 1512 2851 2419 1814 4104 3629 3672
Gkeck 2678 1814 1728 2851 2030 2246 4665 4018 4018
♦C om posite so il sam ple used  for each  tre a tm e n t.
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Table 24 . C alcium  c o n te n t, in  p . p . m . , of th ree  m edia in  w hich  boxwood
w as grown; sam ples tak en  in  August and N ovem ber, 1959, and
in  M ay, I9 6 0 .*
Treatment Medium A_____  Medium B_____  Medium C
Number Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 2290 1728 1598 2462 2376 2030 3715 3629 1944
2 1728 1512 1037 2462 2333 2030 3370 3326 1987
3 1728 1253 778 2635 1944 1771 3110 3024 1901
4 2549 1814 1469 2333 1901 2074 3456 3370 2592
5 2203 1210 907 2592 1987 1555 2808 2981 1555
11 2376 1987 1901 2808 2333 2376 4147 3758 2376
12 2419 1858 1901 2722 2333 1469 4104 3888 2808
13 2765 1685 1944 3024 2290 1469 4234 3931 2981
14 2808 2160 2030 3110 2635 1771 3715 3758 3413
15 2506 1814 1814 2765 2333 1771 3974 3888 2203
16 2549 1728 1771 2635 2203 2160 3931 3758 2333
Check 2894 2160 2074 2894 2117 1555 4147 4018 2851
♦C om posite so il sam ple u sed  for each  trea tm e n t.
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Table 25 . M agnesium  c o n te n t, in  p . p . m . , of th ree  m edia in  w hich ho lly  w as
grown; sam ples tak en  in  August and Novem ber, 1959, and in  M ay,
I960 .*
Treatment
Number
Medium A Medium B Medium C
Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 654 574 430 854 776 630 1306 1044 675
2 466 500 330 788 660 480 1274 1000 675
3 494 314 305 726 448 290 1096 1030 675
4 624 552 675 786 764 420 1354 998 675
5 368 394 180 628 530 370 1400 1012 675
11 708 574 560 954 874 675 1334 1062 675
12 788 696 675 986 814 690 1400 1208 675
13 754 638 560 1056 718 700 1400 1120 675
14 724 568 580 1042 750 675 1352 1208 675
15 906 722 525 1024 854 675 1399 936 675
16 628 502 490 986 708 585 1399 978 675
Check 886 550 620 954 682 675 1314 898 675
♦C om posite so il sam ple u sed  for each  trea tm en t.
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Table 26 . M agnesium  c o n te n t, in  p . p . m . , of th ree  m edia in  w hich  boxwood
w as grown; sam ples ta k e n  in  August and Novem ber, 1959, and in
M ay, 1960*
Treatment
Number
Medium A Medium B Medium C
Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 772 520 515 954 730 675 1274 1076 675
2 595 430 330 954 800 650 1236 946 675
3 494 372 225 914 588 535 1308 914 675
4 756 536 460 764 610 675 1204 978 675
5 718 380 240 822 648 415 798 1000 675
11 788 566 675 986 746 675 1040 990 675
12 884 480 645 1038 740 675 776 978 675
13 948 470 615 970 788 675 1082 978 675
14 886 664 650 1058 808 674 970 926 675
15 836 534 530 954 760 674 1010 1044 675
16 822 504 610 952 696 675 994 1076 675
Check 956 670 675 1056 680 675 1044 968 675
*C om posite so il sam ple u sed  for each  trea tm en t.
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used to run simple correlations with growth measurements and tis su e  
analysis for nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium .
' Tables 27 and 28 give the pH values for the media on the differ­
ent sampling d a te s . The pH values of the basic  ingredients of the 
media showed a w ide range: peat moss a pH of 3 .8 ; composted cotton 
gin trash  a pH of 6 .7  and so il a pH of 6.5  . The change in pH of the 
soil mixture was in  the direction of h igher v a lu es , except when 
ammonium sulfate and large amounts of Uramite were added.
Tissue Tests
The resu lts  of tissu e  te s ts  for n itrate nitrogen, phosphorus and 
potassium  are shown in Tables 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34. Sampling 
dates were August and November, 1959, and May, 1960. The te s ts  
showed variation among species for the various elem ents. Phosphorus 
was notably higher in the boxwood than in  holly; n itrates and potassium  
were slightly  different, but more similar in both species than w as the 
element phosphorus. The tis su e  te s ts  also  showed some differences 
in  the mineral element content of plants grown in the different m edia. 
N itrates were highest in the  tissu e  of the plants grown in medium B.
The plants grown in media A and C showed a similar level of nitrates 
and phosphorus. All plants showed about the same level of potassium 
regardless of the medium in  which they were grown.
Correlations
Simple correlations for the various evaluations showed some
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Table 27. pH of three media In which holly was grown; samples taken in 
August and November, 1959, and in May, I960.*
Treatment Medium.A  Medium B______ Medium C
Number Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 7 .2 7.3 7.1 7.2 7 .4 6.9 7.5 7.7 7.5
2 7.1 7.5 6.5 7.3 7.3 6.6 7.5 7.8 7.3
3 6.7 6.6 5.2 6.9 6.8 5 .4 7.4 7.8 6.3
4 7.1 7.5 7.0 7.3 7.3 6.7 7.5 7.8 7 .4
5 7 .0 7.4 4.4 7.0 7.1 5.4 7.5 7.7 6.9
11 7.1 7.4 7.1 7.3 7.4 7.2 7 .4 7.9 7.5
12 7.2 7.4 7.2 7.1 7.3 7.2 7.5 7.9 7.5
13 7.2 7.5 7.2 7.2 7.5 7.2 7 .6 7.7 7.5
14 7.2 7.5 7.2 7.1 7.4 7.0 7.5 7.8 7.5
15 7.2 7.4 7.1 7.3 7.3 6.9 7.5 7.7 7.5
16 7.2 7.4 6.7 7.2 7.3 6.6 7 .4 7.7 7.4
Check 7 .4 7.4 7.2 7.3 7.5 7.2 7 .6 7.8 7.5
♦C om posite so il sam ple u sed  for each  tre a tm e n t.
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Table 28 . pH of th ree  m edia in  w hich boxwood w as grown; sam ples tak en
in  August and Novem ber, 1959, and in  M ay, I960 .*
Treatment Medium A  Medium B_____  Medium C
Number Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 7.3 7.6 7.1 7.2 7.5 7.1 7,5 7.5 7.5
2 7.2 7.6 6.3 7.2 7.4 6.7 7.4 7.6 7.4
3 6.9 7.1 5.6 7.0 7.3 5.9 7.5 7.6 6.6
4 7.2 7.5 7 .0 7.2 7.5 7.0 7.5 7.6 7.3
5 7.3 7.4 5.2 7.0 7.2 6.2 7.5 7.5 6.8
11 7.1 7.6 7.0 7.3 7.4 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.3
12 7.2 7.7 7.2 7.2 7.5 7.3 7.5 7.8 7.2
13 7.3 7.5 7.3 7.3 7.1 7.1 7.3 7.6 7.3
14 7.1 7.5 7.2 7.2 7.4 7.1 7.4 7.6 7.2
15 7.1 7.5 7.0 7.1 7.4 7.2 7.4 7.5 7.4
16 7.2 7.4 6.8 7.1 7.3 7.2 7.5 7.6 7.4
Check 7.3 7.7 7.5 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.6 7.5
♦C om posite so il sam ple u sed  for each  trea tm en t .
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Table 29. Nitrate in p .p .m . , determined by tis su e  te s ts ,  of holly grown in 
three media; samples taken in August and November, 1959 , and 
in May, I960.*
Treatment Medium A______ Medium B    Medium C
Number Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 36 20 60 12 12 36 18 20 24
2 8 28 40 6 12 24 12 18 20
3 14 18 48 10 6 28 14 16 60
4 30 20 76 14 22 20 12 18 20
5 22 24 56 12 6 24 12 16 24
11 34 34 84 6 16 16 20 15 26
12 34 38 88 20 14 24 28 15 30
13 28 16 32 28 12 20 14 14 24
14 26 22 64 30 16 60 36 14 28
15 20 30 52 34 28 22 10 12 28
16 38 22 40 24 14 36 12 18 38
Check 6 22 8 30 12 12 16 18 8
*C om posite t is s u e  sam ple u sed  for each  tre a tm e n t,
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Table 30, Nitrate In p .p .m . , determined by tissu e  te s ts ,  of boxwood grown 
In three media; samples taken in August and November, 1959, and 
in  May, I960.*
Treatment Medium A  Medium B_____  Medium C
Number A ug.. Nov. Mav Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 14 10 52 60 22 12 24 15 30
2 48 12 32 56 30 32 24 15 19
3 38 14 38 28 18 34 28 14 76
4 28 10 24 32 18 24 48 20 78
5 12 14 56 36 20 62 32 14 42
11 14 14 16 56 28 24 38 14 20
12 32 15 24 64 32 30 36 15 34
13 16 15 16 44 26 24 34 14 68
14 28 22 24 48 24 30 45 18 60
15 32 12 24 52 28 26 50 22 28
16 38 24 30 58 24 48 30 18 38
Check 3 5 24 36 18 26 14 10 22
♦C om posite t is s u e  sam ple u se d  for each  trea tm en t.
Table 3 1 . P hosphorus, in  p . p . m . , determ ined by t is s u e  t e s t s ,  of ho lly
grown in  th ree  m edia; sam ples tak en  in  August and  Novem ber,
1959, and in  M ay, I960 .*
Treatment Medium A Medium B______ Medium C
Number Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 260 440 310 328 320 192 192 232 216
2 240 292 192 270 292 144 200 328 108
3 272 264 192 400 320 192 144 372 144
4 180 420 216 270 360 264 200 412 192
5 240 252 120 360 304 288 212 300 216
11 180 72 384 292 292 192 132 240 108
12 140 32 144 340 304 216 40 252 108
13- 260 160 240 360 320 168 168 220 108
14 112 232 120 320 292 144 112 192 120
15 180 160 144 272 212 204 168 212 196
16 128 212 312 292 180 312 152 212 144
Check 112 232 312 320 432 192 104 220 384
♦C om posite t is s u e  sam ple u sed  for each  trea tm en t.
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Table 32 . P hosphorus, in  p . p . m . , determ ined by t is s u e  t e s t s ,  of boxwood
grown in  th ree  media? sam ples tak en  in  August and Novem ber,
1959, and in  M ay, I9 6 0 .*
Treatment
Number
Medium A Medium B Medium C
Aug. _ Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 460 532 368 524 524 336 504 432 274
2 572 484 240 572 512 400 380 352 336
3 648 220 274 582 604 368 392 472 464
4 . 440 132 320 672 564 480 544 372 392
5 300 532 480 704 524 720 524 420 336
11 360 420 272 636 472 392 460 200 260
12 372 304 336 532 584 432 432 304 336
13 544 420 272 512 504 384 648 400 436
14 440 412 224 612 624 432 636 252 448
' 15 400 340 272 572 598 420 644 432 380
16 684 304 256 624 340 448 532 352 464
Check 325 292 320 532 452 728 372 240 336
*C om posite t is s u e  sam ple u sed  for each  trea tm en t.
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Table 33, Potassium, in p .p .m ,,  determined by tissu e  te s t s , of holly grown 
in three media; samples taken in August and November, 1959, and 
in May, I960.*
Treatment Medium A______ Medium B Medium C
Number Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 1240 920 1952 1224 664 1504 1256 336 1504
2 1096 764 1504 1264 360 1888 1216 496 1888
3 1096 624 1952 1104 464 1728 1216 384 1524
4 1200 400 1504 1104 416 1680 1200 464 1040
5 888 520 1952 1160 280 1888 1080 428 1328
11 1064 664 1728 1144 440 2064 1104 560 1728
12 1096 692 1328 1216 520 1524 1216 716 1328
13 1240 624 2400 1256 624 1040 1136 548 2640
14 1056 664 2368 1184 600 1524 1120 464 1952
15 1040 704 1584 1200 576 1504 1000 384 2640
16 1136 704 1408 1160 480 2448 1120 416 1524
Check 976 732 2640 1136 664 2800 976 440 2740
*Com posite t is s u e  sam ple used  for each trea tm en t.
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Table 34. Potassium, in  p .p .m ,, determined by tissu e  te s ts ,  of boxwood 
grown in three media; samples taken in August and November, 
1959, and in May, I960.*
Treatment Medium A  Medium B_____  Medium C
Number .A u g . Nov. May Aug. Nov. May Aug. Nov. May
1 824 360 2368 1184 486 2064 1104 620 1952
2 1184 336 1264 1184 568 1952 1016 600 2368
3 1160 496 1888 1184 540 2640 1160 600 2640
4 1104 548 2012 1216 512 2448 1240 608 2448
5 888 296 1888 1264 528 2448 1136 580 2448
11 888 200 1808 1136 532 1952 1160 600 2740
12 1000 308 1948 1240 520 2144 1104 560 2448
13 936 348 2032 1240 532 2064 1216 632 1952
14 936 200 2640 1216 520 2448 1056 492 1952
15 880 400 2064 1200 452 2368 848 532 2448
16 1000 348 2064 1264 418 2144 888 500 2144
Check 1100 384 2720 1240 486 3104 1200 600 3104
♦C om posite t is s u e  sam ple  used  for each  trea tm en t.
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significant rela tionsh ips. Table 35 gives the treatment averages of the 
August height measurement and corresponding values for those variables 
that showed a s ta tistica lly  significant correlation with height. Those 
variables showing a sta tistica lly  significant positive correlation were 
nitrates in  the media in August and phosphorus in the media in 
November. The variables showing a significant negative relationship  
were nitrates in the tissu e  in August and phosphorus in  the tis su e  in 
August and November.
Table 36 gives the treatment averages of the November height 
measurement and the corresponding values for those variables showing 
a sta tis tica lly  significant correlation with height. Nitrate nitrogen in 
the media in August and phosphorus in the media in November showed 
a significant positive association . N itrate nitrogen in the plant tissu e  
in August, phosphorus in the media in August and November showed a 
significant negative correlation.
The treatment averages for the growth made between November, 
1959, and May, 1960, are shown in Table 37. There was a significant 
negative correlation between the height increase and phosphorus in the 
so il, and a significant negative correlation between height increase 
and the potassium and calcium in the so il.
Table 38 gives the correlation between the mineral elements in 
the soil and those in the plant tis su e . The values that are sta tistica lly  
significant are so designated.
The correlation values for the height measurements of the plants
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Table 35 „ Correlation of plant height (inches) in August with soil and
tis su e  nitrates (p .p .m .) in August, and with tis su e  phosphorus 
(p .p .m .) in  August and November.
Treatment.
Number
Avg. 
Ht.
Soil Nitrate 
A ug.1
Tissue Nitrate 
Aua.
Tissue Phosphorus 
Aug . 3 N ov.4
1 6 4 27 378 413
2 6 4 26 372 377
3 . 7 3 22 374 375
4 6 4 27 384 377
5 7 3 21 390 389
11 7 5 28 343 278
12 7 10 36 309 297
13 7 6 27 415 337
14 7 18 36 372 334
15 8 11 33 373 326
16 8 9 33 402 267
Check 5 3 18 29.4 311
1r =  .27* 2r = - .2 8 *  3r = -.32** 4r = -  .34**
* S ign ifican t a t 5% le v e l of p ro b ab ility .
**Significant a t 1% lev e l of p ro b ab ility .
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Table 36. Correlation of plant height (inches) in November with soil nitrate 
(p .p .m .) in  August, soil phosphorus (p .p .m .) in November, 
tis su e  nitrate (p .p .m .) in August, and tis su e  phosphorus (p .p .m .) 
in August and November.
Soil_________ ^  Tissue
Treatment Avg. Nitrate Phosphorus Nitrate Phosphorus
Number Ht. Aug.1 N ov.2 Aug.2 Aug.4 N ov.5
1 7 4 182 27 496 496
2 7 4 171 26 508 449
3 8 3 169 22 544 432
4 7 4 194 27 552 356
5 7 4 184 21 509 492
11 7 6 183 28 485 364
12 8 7 183 36 445 397
13 9 6 166 27 568 441
14 9 16 178 36 563 429
15 9 12 176 33 539 457
16 9 5 180 33 : \ ' 613. 332
Check 6 .... ■ 4. . 166 18 328
^ = .3 2 * *  2r = .65** 3r = - .2 9 *  4r= - .3 8 * *  5r= - .3 9 * *
* S ign ifican t a t 5% lev e l of p robab ility .
**Significan t a t 1% lev e l of p ro b ab ility .
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Table 37. Correlation of plant height increase between November, 1959
and May, I960, with phosphorus, potassium and calcium in soil 
in May, 1960.
Treatment
Number
Average
Height
Increase
Phosphorus1 
in Soil
Potassium2 
in Soil
Calcium3 
in Soil
1 2 230 73 2044
2 2 234 58 1760
3 3 227 39 1402 ;L
4 2 229 63 2059? :
■ 5 2 233 49 1282 •
11 .7 2 225 . 8 4 ; ; • 2427 '
12 2 211 . :  ^ >4- / ?-2419 ^
13 .3 ■ 220 67 7- •?2376
14 3 233 67 ??.' 25 33 -
15 3 222 ■7  ■ | 7?- 2190
16 ‘
• 3 ' 219 57 2210
Check : : ? ' '' 7  236 93
77 ’* .* 7‘ : ' . •
Xr = .29* 2r = -.24*  3r = -.31**
* S ign ifican t a t 5% lev e l of p ro b ab ility .
**Significan t a t 1% lev e l of p ro b ab ility .
Table 38. Correlation of mineral elements in soil with mineral elements in  plant tis su e , August and 
November, 1959, and May, 1960 (r v a lues).
Tissue Variables
Soil Nitrates Phosphorus Potassium
Variables Aug. Nov. May ' ’ ■, Aug. Nov. May »I<1 Nov. May
Aug. .29* .25* -.0 5 - .  04 .15 .02
Nitrates Nov. .36** .29* : : .10 .18 .40** -.0 5
May .15 . . .10 .14
Aug. ,24* .07 .32*-* .41** .49** -.0 3
Phosphorus Nov. .16 -.13 -.23* -.0 6 .05** .05
May .41**; . .30** - .1 0
Aug. .39** .18 .40*'* .46** .48** .03
Potassium Nov. .38** .12 ,42*'* .47** .48** .01
May -.23*: .02 .08
Aug. - .0 4 -.1 9 - .1 0 -.1 5 .02 .01
Calcium Nov. - .0 1 -.13 -.1 1 -.;16 .08 .08
May .:04 .18 - .0 8
Aug. - .0 6 -.1 2 -.1 9 -.0 3 .16 -.05
Magnesium Nov. .03 -.0 5 -.15 -.0 9 .21 .13
May .12 .16 -.0 1
* Significant at 5% level of probability.
**Significant at 1% level of probability;.
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Table 39. Correlation of height of plants with mineral elements in soil and 
tissu e  for August and November, 1959, and May, 1960 (r values).
Variables
Soil Element and Height 
Aug. Nov. Mav
Tissue Element and Height 
Aug. Nov. Mav
Nitrates
Aug.
Nov.
May
.28*
.02
.33*
.08
.03
-.28*
-.1 2
-.29*
- .1 0
.04
Phosphorus
A ug.'
Nov.
.May
.19 
. .68**.
.13
.65** . . .  ■ - . . t  '
.29* '
-.31**
-.34**
-.38**
-.38**
-.0 7
Potassium
Aug . ;
Nov,
May
.14 •>. 
.14
" .17 
. 12
r-. .24*
.18
.16
.  ••• .. •
.19  ^
.16
.20
Calcium
Aug. 
Nov. , 
May
.05 
• 14
.05 
.02 .
-.32**
V -
Magnesium
Aug.
Nov.
May
.09
.19
.01
.08
.23*
* S ign ifican t at 5% le v e l of p ro b a b ility .
**S ign ifican t a t 1% le v e l of p ro b ab ility .
\
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with the variables measured in the media and the variables measured in 
the tis su e  are shown in Table 39. The values tha t are s ta tistica lly  
significant are marked at the appropriate level of probability.
DISCUSSION
Observations
The effects of the three media on the boxwood plants were very 
obvious even before nitrogen fertilization was started February 1, 1959. 
During the winter months (potting having been done in late August , 1958) 
the leaves of the plants in media A and C had developed a yellow color, 
while the leaves of the plants in medium B remained dark green . Box­
wood plants in medium B initiated new growth about six-weeks prior'to 
the time the plants in media-A;-and ;G started to. grow. This app,eared to 
be an effect of the-medium tn-which.the plants were growing and is 
assumed to be due to the available nitrogen in medium B /w h ich • con­
tained composted‘cotton gin-tras'h.--ra material " shown by W illis (51) to 
be high in availablevhit-rog-en;. . After;nitrogen fertilizer was applied to 
media A and C on February 1, 1959, the foliage became green’and new 
shoot growth was in itiated .
The first top dressing of nitrogen fertilizer had already been made 
on the holly plants when new shoot growth started on them, however 
the effect of the cotton gin trash component was again manifested by
the new shoot growth being initiated first on the plants in medium B.
{
This is  assumed to be due to the fact that available nitrates were 
present in medium B in sufficient quantities to cause the earlier growth. 
The cotton gin trash component was apparently also responsible for
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causing more cycles of growth to be produced on the holly plants during 
the first growing season. Type of media had no effect on earliness of 
growth initiation on the plants in 1960. Almost every holly plant in 
medium B made three cycles of growth during the 1959 growing season, 
while a number of plants in the other two media made only the first cycle 
of growth, and none made more than two cy c les.
Most of the check plants of both species in media A and C that- 
made any growth at all during 1959 made it late in the season, and 
many of them did not make any growth until the spring of 1960.
Further evidence of the beneficial effects of the :cotton gin trash  ■ 
in me.churnvB: ;was; t h e ^
lack of nitrogen fertilization. .Theholly check plants in medium B made 
considerably m ore^groi^h^ in. medium-A-. or C and
about twice as much growth as' the average..for. all treatments in the two 
media. Holly made its  greatest totabgrowth in medium B and in addi­
tion to reaching a greater total height than plants in the other media, 
there was much more branching of the holly plants grown in this medium. 
The photographs in the appendix show this aspect of the media differ­
ences, especially Figure 6.
The two species did not show the same behavior in their response 
to the soil mixtures. Boxwood reached its maximum height in medium C, 
which was composed of soil and Krilium. During the growing season of 
1959, the new shoot growth on the boxwood plants in medium B showed 
a continual dying back. Except for this difficulty, the boxwood plants
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in medium B would possibly have reached the greatest to tal height as 
did the holly plants in that medium. The dying back of the boxwood 
shoots is possibly partially explained by a high concentration of soluble 
mineral sa lts  that were released due to the high summer tem peratures.
The dying back did not begin until hot w eather, and ceased in the fa ll.
No dying back was observed on the first cycle of growth in  1960.
It was observed that medium B dried out faster and required more 
frequent waterings than either medium A or C . Medium C had the high­
est moisture-holding capacity of the three media. The plants were 
watered often enough to keep the medium moist and no excessive drying 
was permitted, therefore it is  thought that a lack of moisture due to 
inadequate watering was not a cause of the. dying back , but that a high: 
soluble salt concentration/ despite a near-.saturation moisture content, 
caused the dying.
The pH values of medium B, determined in August, did not seem 
sufficiently different from the pH values of the other two media to ex­
plain the dying back of the boxwood shoo ts.
The in itia l and succeeding applications of ammonium sulfate 
applied at the rates of 600 and 900 p .p .m . of nitrogen caused rapid 
and excessive killing (78%) of the plants in treatments 7 , 8 , 9  and 
10, while comparable quantities of Uramite used in treatments 15 and 
16 caused very little  killing of the plants (only 6%) in 1959. At the 
end of the experiment in May, 1960, 89% of the plants in treatments
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7 , 8 , 9  and 10 had died, while only 15% of the plants in treatments 15 
and 16 had died.
Of the 600 original plants in  the ten treatments receiving ammon­
ium sulfate as a source of nitrogen, 52% of the plants had died by May, 
1960, while 11% of the original 360 plants receiving Uramite fertiliza­
tion had died and only 7% of the original 60 plants receiving no nitrogen 
(checks) had failed to  survive. No plants in the O-nitrogen treatment 
(check) died during the first growing season, and only four plants of 
the checks had died up to May, 1960. It is  therefore assumed that 
most of the plants that died during the experiment were killed  by ex­
cessive fertilization with ammonium sulfate or Uramite .
The dying of the plants is  thought to  be due to the effect of the 
salt content on the concentration of the so il solution and its  effect on 
water absorption. By calculation, the 600-p .p .m . rate of nitrogen in 
the form of ammonium sulfate represents a concentration of 0.30% sa lt 
calculated on a dry soil basis and a concentration of near 1.1% sa lt 
concentration, calculated on a soil water b a s is . The 900-p .p .m , rate 
would, by the same standard, represent a concentration of 0.45% on a 
dry soil b as is  and a 1.5% concentration on a soil water b a s is . The 
above concentrations of sa lts  added to the other sa lts  already in the 
media would be high enough to explain the killing of the p lan ts.
The ammonium sulfate was immediately soluble, whereas the 
Uramite was very slowly soluble. These characteristics of the two
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materials account for the difference in the reaction of the plants to  them.
The foliage color of the plants at the end of the 1959 growing 
season was clearly associated  with media effects. The foliage of all 
the holly plants in medium B was dark green and rated maximum value 
on a color scale of 1 to  3. There were no observable differences among 
the treatm ents, including the O-nitrogen treatment (check) and even on 
the third cycle of growth. The foliage on the second cycle of growth for 
the holly plants in  media A and C was a yellow-green color. Not all the 
holly plants in media A and C made a second cycle of growth, therefore 
the average ratings were probably higher than they would have been had 
all plants made the cycle of growth la te  in the  season. The analysis 
of variance for the color evaluation showed a s ta tistica lly  significant 
difference among media, but none among treatm ents. By the time the 
chlorotic growth was made, the available nitrogen had been reduced to 
a low amount in a ll media except medium B.
Several boxwood plants showed a yellowing of the foliage by the 
end of the 1959 growing season, but there was no association between 
the cycle of growth and the yellow le a v e s . All the foliage on a plant 
became yellow. Soil te s ts  at th is time showed soil nitrates to be very 
low, especially  in media A and C . After nitrogen fertilization in  May, 
1960, the foliage became green again. It is  assumed that the use of 
nitrates by the p lan ts, and especially  the heavy leaching from the 
m edia, had depleted the nitrogen to the point that a deficiency existed 
despite the large applications made during the early part of the growing 
season .
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The holly plants of the O-nitrogen treatment (check) had started 
to show a very definite yellowing, and especially  on the new growth, 
in May, 1960. The holly plants of treatment 5 (two applications of 
300 p .p .m . of ammonium sulfate) grown in medium B made good growth 
and were a very dark green color after fertilization and growth in 1960.
Measurement Data
The height measurements of the plants in th is experiment were 
remarkably consistent for the three main effects (sp ec ies , media and 
treatments) and the interactions (S x M, S x T, M x T  and S x M x T) 
for the three sampling dates (August and November, 1959, and May, 1960).
. The large differences obtained between species were expected be­
cause of their inherent characteristics and were easily  observed as well 
as substantiated by all measurement data.
Effects of media on the height of both species of plants were 
readily noticeable and borne out by all measurement data . The holly 
made maximum to tal growth in medium B, while boxwood made the 
g reatest total growth in medium C . The average heights for boxwood 
grown in media A and B were very sim ilar. The failure of the species 
to perform the same in all media created a very highly significant inter­
action between species and media.
Differences among treatments were smaller than among species 
or media, but were consistently  sta tistica lly  significant at the 1% level 
of probability. Most of the differences among treatments were due to
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source of nitrogen. Plant growth, as measured by height, was gener­
ally lower in the O-nltrogen treatment (check) than in any of the other 
treatments for any given medium and sp e c ie s . (There were a few excep­
tions for holly and boxwood grown in medium B.)
Ammonium sulfate as a source of nitrogen showed a number of 
effects. The 150-p .p .m . single-application of ammonium sulfate 
(treatment 1) gave more growth than the O-nitrogen treatments (checks) 
in almost a ll c a s e s , and two and three applications (treatments 2 and 3) 
of the same amount of that material gave a straight line increase in 
growth, except on boxwood in medium C .
One application of ammonium sulfate at 300 p .p .m . (treatment 4) _ . . . .  V . '  '.’'.i-.-V; i '-  ^  */
was comparable to one application of the same material at 150 p .p .m .
:
(treatment 1) in its  effect on height. In a few cases the higher rate; ■ ■ ■ ,,,L ’ ’’  , V - "!■' ’ i/ 1 
apparently gave less increase in height than the smaller quantity, v;
Two applications of 300 p .p .m . (treatment 5) compared closely with 
three applications at 150 p .p .m . (treatment 3) in their effect on height.
In all three media, growth on the boxwood appeared to  be le ss  at the 
higher rate of application.
Three applications of ammonium sulfate at 300 p .p .m . (treatment 6) 
caused several plants to  die and caused some retardation of growth on 
the plants tha t survived.
One and two applications of ammonium sulfate at 600 and 900 p .p .m . 
(treatments 7 , 8 , 9  and 10) caused excessive killing of the plants in both 
sp ec ie s , and in most cases greatly retarded the growth of the plants
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that survived.
One application of Uramite at 150 p .p .m . (treatment 11) com­
pared closely in its  effect on height with one and two applications of 
ammonium sulfate at 150 p .p .m . (treatments 1 and 2). Generally, as 
the amount of Uramite was increased, the height of the plants increased 
a lso . In media A and C , with the single application of 900 p .p .m . of 
Uramite (treatment 16) the height of the plants w as slightly less  than 
the height of plants receiving a lower amount of tha t m aterial. There 
was a continued increase in height on both species of plants grown in 
medium A as Uramite was increased, including treatment 16, however 
there was le ss  growth on both species in media B and C at the 900- 
p .p .m . level of Uramite.
The average heights of the plants top dressed with Uramite were 
■ greater than those fertilized with ammonium sulfate at a ll sampling 
Rates'.;
Rates below 300 p .p .m . of ammonium su lfate , with continued 
applications throughout the growing season, seem to  be suggested as 
best for container grown p lan ts . No special advantage was observed 
for sp lit applications of Uramite when the to tal amount applied w as 
adequate. (See treatments 14 and 15.) This would suggest the 
possibility  of incorporating the Uramite into the soil mix at potting 
tim e, the amount added being dependent upon the natural fertility of 
the components making up the mixture.
There was a s ta tistica lly  significant positive correlation between
the height of the plants in August and November and the nitrate nitrogen 
present in the soil in August/ 1959. The plants that had an adequate 
but not excessive supply of nitrogen over a long part of the growing 
season gave the most growth. The amount of nitrate in the soil in 
August apparently influenced the growth made between then and 
November. There was no correlation found between height of the 
plants in November and the nitrate nitrogen in the so il at tha t tim e.
There was found to be a sta tis tica lly  significant positive corre­
lation between the height measurement in August and November, and 
the phosphorus content of the soil in November.
All of the correlations between plant height and the mineral 
Elements in the plant tissu e  tha t were sta tis tica lly  significant showed 
a negative correlation. This w as true for the nitrates in the tissu e  in 
August correlated with August plant height, and for the phosphorus con­
tent of the tissue  in August and November correlated with August and 
November plant heigh t.
Soil Analyses
The soil analyses d isclosed considerable variation among the 
three media in their content of the  five minerals measured at the three 
sampling d a tes . These differences are explained principally on the 
basis of the inherent mineral content of the basic ingredients used in 
the soil mixtures and in the ability  of the media to retain the elem ents. 
The two species showed some differences in their ability to  remove the
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various elements from the media.
Medium B was the highest of any medium in nitrate nitrogen, 
phosphorus and potassium on the dates te s ted , and gave the greatest 
to ta l height on holly at a ll sampling dates . Medium G was. the second 
highest medium in  nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium , and the 
highest medium in  calcium and magnesium, and gave the greatest total 
height on boxwood at all sampling d a te s .
It was intended in th is experiment to provide an adequate level 
of a ll elements except nitrogen and thus to determine the effects of the 
different sources of nitrogen and the different rates and frequencies of 
application on plant growth.
Nitrogen was apparently not available in media A and C in  suffic­
ient quantities as early in the season as was needed for the growth of 
both the holly and boxwood p lan ts. It was' also apparently’deficient in 
these two media late in the growing season, when the second cycle of 
growth was being made.
The lack of available nitrogen at the appropriate times was 
probably the limiting factor in the growth of plants in some of the 
trea tm ents, while a high concentration of sa lts  was responsible for 
limiting the growth in  other treatm ents. The high rates of ammonium 
sulfate applied early in the season did not supply sufficient nitrogen 
throughout the entire growing season. Even in medium B (which was 
higher in nitrate nitrogen than the other two media) more growth was
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made on plants receiving Uramite than on plants receiving ammonium 
su lfa te .
The pH values were very similar on a ll the te s t d a te s , except in 
treatm ents that had had large amounts or recent applications of ammon­
ium sulfate, and the largest amounts of Uramite. The pH change was 
upward on the s c a le , except for the effect of the nitrogen fertilizers 
ju st mentioned. As the nitrogen fertilizers were used by the plants 
and leached from the media, the pH gradually went up.
In August and November, 1959, almost a ll treatments showed a 
pH of between 7 .0  and 7 .7 —only a few values were below 7 .0 . In 
May, 1960, soon after fertilization, all samples showed at least a 
slight decrease in pH, and those receiving ammonium sulfate and the 
higher rates of Uramite were reduced considerably. The pH range in 
May, 1960, was 4 .4  to 7 .6 .
There was found to be a sta tis tica lly  significant positive corre­
lation between the nitrate nitrogen present in the soil in August and 
the height measurements in  August and November, 1959 . A s ta tis ­
tically  significant correlation existed between the phosphorus content 
of the soil in November and the height measurement in August and 
November, 1959.
A sta tis tica lly  significant negative correlation existed between 
each of the elements phosphorus, potassium and calcium in the soil 
and the amount of growth made between November, 1959, and May,
1960.
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Tissue Tests
Tissue analyses were made for nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus and 
potassium  in  order to te s t  the relationship of these mineral elements 
found in the leaves on the sampling dates with the level of these 
minerals in the soil at that tim e, and with the growth made by the 
p la n ts .
There was found to be a s ta tistica lly  significant positive corre­
lation between the nitrate nitrogen in the tissu e  and the nitrate nitrogen 
in  the soil in August and November, 1959. The correlation was too low 
to be significant in May, I960,
A sta tis tica lly  significant positive correlation was found between 
the phosphorus found in the tissu e  in August and November and the 
phosphorus present in the soil in  August. There was also a s ta tis ­
tica lly  significant positive correlation between the phosphorus in the 
tissu e  in May and the phosphorus in the soil at that tim e.
The potassium present in  the tissu e  in August, 1959, showed a 
s ta tis tica lly  significant positive correlation with that present in  the 
soil in August and November, 1959 .
All of the correlations tha t were sta tistica lly  significant for height 
of the plants showed a negative relationship. Nitrate nitrogen in the 
tis su e  in August and November showed a sta tistica lly  significant 
negative correlation with height in August and November, 1959.
The phosphorus in the tissu e  in August and November showed a
sta tis tica lly  significant negative correlation with height. There was no 
significant correlation for the May, I960, measurement of growth. No 
significant correlation existed between potassium in the tissue  and plant 
height on any sampling date .
SUMMARY
Plants of Ilex cornuta Burfordii and Buxus Harlandll were grown in 
"Plantainers" in three soil mixtures designated as media A, B and C, 
and containing respectively: so il, peat and sand; so il, composted 
cotton gin trash  and sand; and soil and Krilium. Seventeen treatm ents, 
consisting of three sources of nitrogen (O-nitrogen, ammonium sulfate 
and Uramite) at five rates (0, 150, 300, 600 and 900 p .p .m .)  and 
eleven dates of application within the above rates and sources, were 
given to ten  replications of the above-mentioned species and media.
Results of the height measurements were very similar on the 
three sampling dates of August and November, 1959, and May, 1960. 
There were s ta tis tica lly  significant differences at the 1% level of 
probability between sp ec ie s , among media and among treatments by 
the F te s t .  There were significant interactions among the main e ffec ts , 
especially  between species and media. The greatest to ta l amount of 
growth was made on the holly plants in medium B, while the greatest 
to ta l growth w as made on boxwood in medium C .
Inherent differences in the available nitrogen in the three media 
caused growth to  start earlier on the plants of both species growing in 
medium B in 1959* More cycles of growth were produced on the holly 
plants in medium B than in either medium A or C .
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High raters of ammonium sulfate caused excessive killing of p lan ts , 
while comparable amounts of Uramite caused little  or no killing of 
p lan ts . There appeared to be some retardation of growth on plants 
receiving three applications of ammonium sulfate at the rate of 300 
p .p .m . , and on the plants receiving one application of Uramite at the 
900-psp.m . rate of application.
Several p lan ts, especially in  media A and C , showed a yellow 
color of the foliage a t the end of the 1959 growing season, which seemed 
to be associated  with low soil nitrogen la te  in the season . The foliage 
became green again after nitrogen fertilizer was applied in 1960.
Soil analyses for nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium , 
calcium and magnesium showed differences in the amounts of these  
elements present in the three media as an average of the two species 
and a ll the treatm ents. There were also treatment effects on the mineral 
content of the media and the two species showed some differences in 
their reduction of the mineral content of the three media.
There were sta tistica lly  significant positive correlations between 
the nitrate nitrogen in  the soil in August and the plant height in August 
and November; between the phosphorus content of the soil in  November 
and the height measurement in  August and November, 1959; and a 
sta tis tica lly  Significant negative correlation between each of the ele­
ments phosphorus, potassium and calcium in  the soil and the amount 
of growth made between November, 1959, and May, 1960.
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Tissue analyses for nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 
showed a number of sta tis tica lly  significant correlations with plant 
height and with the same elements present in the so il . A sta tistica lly  
significant positive correlation was found between the nitrate nitrogen 
present in the tissu e  and the nitrate nitrogen present in the soil in 
August and November, 1959; between the phosphorus present in  the 
tis su e  in August and November and the phosphorus found in  the soil 
in August; and between the phosphorus in  the tissue  in May, I960, 
and the phosphorus in  the soil at that tim e.
Nitrate nitrogen, and phosphorus in the tissu e  showed a s ta tis ­
tically  significant negative correlation with plant height in  August and 
November, 1959*
Holly responded well to the medium containing composted cotton 
gin trash , while boxwood made its  greatest to ta l growth in the medium 
consisting of so il and Krilium. More to ta l growth was made on the 
plants receiving Uramite as a source of nitrogen than on the plants 
receiving ammonium sulfate, as these materials were used in  th is ex­
periment* Soil and tis su e  analyses may be useful in establishing de­
sirable levels of mineral elements for container grown nursery p lan ts .
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Figure 1. A diagram showing the arrangement of the plants in the 
lathhouse during the experiment.
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Figure 2 • Holly plants of the O—nitrogen treatment (check) grown in 
media A, B and C ,
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Figure 3 . Boxwood p lan ts  of th e  O -n itrogen  trea tm en t (check) grown
in  m edia A, B and C .
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Figure 4 . Holly plants of the O-nitrogen treatment (check) and 
treatments 2 and 5 grown in medium B.
Figure 5 * H olly p lan ts  o f th e  O -n itrogen  trea tm en t (check) and
trea tm en ts 11 and 15 grown in  medium B.
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Figure 6 * A holly plant of the O-nitrogen treatm ent (check) grown in 
medium B and holly plants of treatm ent 5 grown in media A 
and C ,
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Figure 7 . Boxwood p la n ts  o f th e  O -n itro g en  trea tm en t (check) and
trea tm en ts  3 and 16 grown in  medium C .
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